
180 Social Issues Topics 

Few Social Issues Topics Relevant in 2022 

1. Global pandemic and Covid-19. 

2. Green energy conversion. 

3. Black Lives Matter- Elaborate on the social movement. 

4. Remote education and its challenges. 

5. US military troops in Afghanistan- Explain its relevance. 

6. Travel restrictions and the Covid-19 pandemic. 

7. Vaccination and the global pandemic. 

8. Analyze the environmental situation of the Arctic Pole. 

9. Post Covid-19 society and supply chain diversification. 

10. Political polarization- How it is increasing? 

11. Modern society and the healthcare bias. 

12. Global unemployment at the peak- What is your viewpoint? 

13. Reasons behind the war between Russia and Ukraine 

14. Discuss the key social issues across the world 

15. How overpopulation becomes a global issue? 

16. Impact of stereotype and prejudice on social health and wellbeing 

17. Domestic violence and its impact on society 

18. Effect of Climate Change on Indian Economy 

19. Who is to blame for drug usage among youngsters?. 

20. Technology addiction. 

21. Women Empowerment 

 

Few Simple Social Issues Topics 

1. Australian immigration and its history. 

2. The influence of war on terrorism in society. 

3. Pornography and children. 

4. Abuser and victim in the virtual environment- Cyberbullying. 

5. Identity theft- Discuss its impact. 

6. Internet and its safety- Discuss a few management strategies. 

7. Data safety and its importance. 

8. TikTok Challenges- Pros and Cons. 

9. Hate Speech- How does a social media website manage it? 

10. Social media accounts- Permission for children to access. 

 

 



Few Basic Social Issues Topics 

1. Digital Divide in Washington- Elaborate on it. 

2. Social media and its benefit for marginalized groups. 

3. Technology and personal isolation in communication. 

4. The impact of online platforms on democracy. 

5. Basic ethical principles and how it goes overboard on the internet. 

6. The influence of Instagram on a healthy lifestyle. 

7. Youth and social media- Does it make puberty more difficult? 

8. Twitter and Politics- Discuss the outcomes of Donald Trump’s tweet 

9. Discuss the differences between stereotypes, discrimination, and prejudice 

10. Refugee crisis in the United Kingdom due to the war between Ukraine and Russia 

11. Racial injustice in the United States 

12. Gun violence in the United States 

13. ‘Black Lives Matter’ movement 

14. Child labour 

15. Corruption in High Places 

16. Changing Face of Caste System 

17. Role of Bureaucracy 

18. Crime against women 

19. Drug Addiction 

 

Few Good-Quality Social Issues Topics 

1. How internet reduces your attention span? 

2. Social media policies and code of conduct- What is the debate? 

3. Facebook’s Safety Check Feature- Analyze the benefits. 

4. Social media- How to get your opinions heard? 

5. The impact of Twitter hashtags on the political discourse. 

6. Relevance of likes on social media. 

7. Drawbacks of Twitter’s cancel culture over its advantages. 

8. Free speech principle and outrageous contents- Analyze Reddit’s rights. 

9. How the ban of online platforms at the workplace does influence its productivity. 

10. Social media accounts and the school children. 

11. Online gaming and the threat of microtransactions. 

12. Censorship and the removal of abusive content. 

13. Dependences of people on social media. 

14. The impact of the internet on students’ lives. 
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15. How is YouTube spreading propaganda? 

16. Facebook’s Safety Check Feature- Analyze its benefits 

17. Food insecurity and hunger 

18. Crime rate and substance abuse in Mexico 

19. Crowd-funding through social media platforms 

20. Impact of social media on adolescents’ mental health and safety 

21. Social media challenges in 2022 

 

Few Good-Scoring Social Issues Topics 

1. Speaking out in the online communities- What is your viewpoint? 

2. Refugees in the world. 

3. Porn world and the frequency of suicide cases. 

4. Labor Laws- How is this fair? 

5. School bullying and its causes. 

6. The impact of cybercrime on an individual’s life. 

7. Discuss the influence of teen pregnancy on young girls. 

8. How is prostitution legal in several countries? 

9. Racism and its influence on society. 

10. The impact of domestic violence on children. 

 

Few Social Issues Topics to Achieve A+ Grade 

1. LGBT people- Discuss the five stereotypes. 

2. Health deprivation and its consequences. 

3. Sports and its discrimination. 

4. The impact of hate speech on the job market. 

5. Cultural heritage and its protection. 

6. Illiteracy and the problems it causes. 

7. Rape culture and society. 

8. The US and the overconsumption issues. 

9. Same-sex couples and your perception of it. 

10. Common physical and mental health issues among people belonging to LGBTQIA 

community 

11. Discuss the purpose and activities of the National Association of Social Workers 

(NASW) 

12. Challenges imposed by immigration on developed countries 

13. Global issue related to substandard housing 



14. Racial discrimination and civil rights 

 

Also, Read – Outstanding Social Studies Topics for you to Consider & Explore 

Few Appealing Social Issues Topics 

1. The impact of gangs and violence on Miami. 

2. Job market and fat-shaming. 

3. Ageism and the new racism. 

4. Middle Easterners and Arabs- How do they deal with discrimination? 

5. How does a society do manages poverty? 

6. The porn industry and its associated pressure. 

7. Eating utensils and their evolution. 

8. Polygamy in the United States. 

9. Gift-giving traditions in different countries. 

10. Evolution of languages. 

 

Few Captivating Social Issues Topics 

1. Strange burial customs. 

2. Forced migration. 

3. Wars- Role of women. 

4. Significance of media in wartime. 

5. Ethnic cleansing. 

6. Reverse discrimination. 

7. White privilege and the media. 

8. US and segregation. 

9. Discuss the impact of racial profiling. 

10. Workplace and sexual discrimination. 

11. Gay people and discrimination. 

12. Asia and its cultural heritage. 

13. Air loot and wartime. 

14. Illiteracy and its associated issues. 

15. Discuss the impact of financial illiteracy 

16. Critical analysis of the concept of ‘Right to die’ 

 

Few Impressive Social Issues Topics 

1. Food culture and its analysis. 

2. Social media bullying- How to manage it? 

3. Child abuse prevention. 
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4. Children and their aggression. 

5. The impact of business on consumption trends. 

6. Sustainable Development in the US- History 

7. Water consumption in Africa. 

8. The strengths of buyers in various industries. 

9. Alcohol consumption. 

10. Consumption culture. 

 

Few Amazing Social Issues Topics 

1. US market and advantages of consumption. 

2. Stolen Antiques and their ownership. 

3. Genocide in America- Historical account. 

4. Palestinian refugees in Jordan. 

5. Roman culture and its collapse. 

6. Past and present body modification. 

7. Selling copied artifacts. 

8. Stealing the Cultural heritage- Provide instances from the history. 

9. Cultural heritage and its protection- War, and peace. 

10. Boasting the rape culture. 

11. Movies and violence. 

12. How do people overcome their addictions? Compare the projects. 

13. Unaffordable medical treatment- What should a person do? 

14. Taking care of the elders- Discuss. 

 

Top-Notch Social Issues Topics 

1. Illiteracy and poverty. 

2. African women and illiteracy. 

3. The sports world and the abuse stories. 

4. Fast-food consumption among the children. 

5. Gun control initiative in the US. 

6. The impact of emotional illiteracy on family life. 

7. How to overcome adult illiteracy. 

8. Overcoming the illiteracy issues and the role of social media. 

9. War crimes across different countries. 

10. The impact of the Irish Diaspora transformed life in the US. 

11. Leaked personal pornography videos- How to deal with it? 



12. How the porn stars do suffer from society shaming? 

13. Discuss the porn stars who went over to the other industries. 

14. Skinheads and racist upbringing. 

15. How to revise Miranda’s warning? 

16. Miranda’s warning and the need to revise it. 

17. Ableism is a form of discrimination. 

18. The breach of modern labor rights. 

19. Police abuse and its benefits. 

 

Final List of Social Issues Topics 

1. Why do few men discriminate against women? 

2. Total equality and its impact on our future. 

3. Mistreatment of autistic children in schools. 

4. Absence of sex education in schools. 

5. Is immunization a mandatory requirement or not? 

6. The impact of advertisements on our buying habits. 

7. Discuss the influence of social on the ethical values of teenagers. 

8. The influence of drugs on human behavior. 

9. Internet versus Social media- What is your opinion? 

10. Child labor is a major issue in the country. 

11. How do you realize that you are addicted to pornography? 

12. Convicts punishments after their serving time. 

13. Developing a wall between the US and Mexico. 

14. How to blend the immigrants into American society? 

15. Illegal Egyptian immigrants in Italy. 

16. The impact of the war economy on society. 

17. Ancient artifacts homes- The role of European museums. 

 


